
110V LED READY-TO-USE SERIES
1. LED LINEAR LIGHTS
PRODUCT FEATURES

User friendly, screw-type male and female connectors on both ends for easy installation
Ideal for interior and exterior use, IP65 waterproof 
Energy-saving and highest quality LEDS with 50, 000+ hrs life span
CE& RoHS certification,  all our products come with one year warranty
High CRI of 80+
Dimmable
Flexible and bendable
Multiple lengths and colors available

SPECIFICATIONS

1.1  SINGLE COLOR LINEAR LIGHTS

1.2  RGB LINEAR LIGHTS

INSTALLATION

1

IMPORTANT NOTES
Unroll the LED strip lights from the plastic reel before lighting it up to avoid overheating.
Please consult an electrician first and then check if all the LEDs light up and function properly before making any cuts. 
Do not connect the power during installation or cutting.
The strip can only be connected in same power and voltage,  and the total connected length cannot exceed the maximum 
length.
Do not install the strip close to pools or other bodies of water.  Always be sure to mount this unit in an area with proper 
ventilation.
Do not cover the strip when lit.
Tightly secure all the connections and the end cap,  then check periodically to ensure the insulation layer is in good condition.

2. ACCESSORIES 
2.1  THREE KEY LED DIMMER FOR SINGLE COLOR LINEAR LIGHTS (  )
PRODUCT FEATURES

Used to adjust the brightness of single color LED lights from 0%to 100%
Wireless Radio Frequency (RF) remote control within 10m range
User friendly, screw-type female connector on one end for easy installation
Memory function
CE& RoHS certification
One year warranty

SPECIFICATIONS BUTTON FUNCTIONS

Decreases 
brightness

Increases
brightness

On/Off
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INSTALLATION
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IMPORTANT NOTES
Maximum run length is 25m.
Supply voltage of this product is AC110V,  do not exceed.
Shorting output wiresmay cause damage to dimmer.
Always observe proper polarity when connecting high voltage led strip lights and load.
This product is not waterproof or weatherproof,  before used outdoors,  make sure the waterproof treatment is done

 

2.2  TWENTY KEY LED CONTROLLER (FOR RGB LINEAR LIGHTS)
PRODUCT FEATURES

Used to change color, brightness or dynamic modes of RGB strip lights
Infra-red (IR) remote control within 6-10m range
User friendly, screw-type female connector on one end for easy installation
Memory function
CE&RoHS certification
One year warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

BUTTON FUNCTIONS

IMPORTANT NOTES
Maximum run length is 25m
Supply voltage of this product is AC110V,  do not exceed
Shorting output wiresmay cause damage to dimmer
Always observe proper polarity when connecting high voltage led strip lights and load
This product is not waterproof or weatherproof

 

2.3  POWER SIGNAL AMPLIFIER USER MANUAL (FOR RGB LINEAR LIGHTS)

PRODUCT FEATURES
Used to connect more than 1 LED unit,  increase size of your lighting installation where the overall wattage of the LED lighting
 you are using exceeds the load of the initial power supply
Accept and enlarge signals with PWM (pulse width modulation) technology
User friendly,  screw-type male and female connectors on both ends for easy installation
CE&RoHS certification
One year warranty

SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

IMPORTANT NOTES
Maximum run length is 25m
The load voltage, current and power must be consistent with the product.
Shorting output wiresmay cause damage to dimmer
Always observe proper polarity when connecting high voltage led strip lights and load
This product is not waterproof or weatherproof
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